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Abstract Almost all hypertext systems do not use DBMS as their information base. This 
paper describes a prototype, called InterSect, which is a hypertext system integrated with 
an object oriented database. The data model of InterSect is an object oriented bypertext 
data model. This model will be described by using Z specification language. There are 
three main features or" the InterSect approach. Fast. InterSect is designed in a fully object 
oriented way. Second, some important mechanisms such as versioning and composition 
of the next generation hypenext systems are supported by InterSect. Third, InterSect sup- 
ports a conventional database view together with a hypertext view of me database con. 
tents. We will use as an example the software documentation environment in order to 
illustrate these characteristics of InterSect. 

1. Introduction 

Hypertext has been widely accepted as a useful tool in documentation reading and writing 
environments. It has simple and powerful abilities to browse objects which allow hyper- 
text to be used in a variety of fields including medical, education and military. The funda- 
mental mechanisms and concepts of hypertext are not complicated. Nodes are used as the 
information containers to store different types of i~ormadon such as text, image and 
sound. Unks are the semantic relationships among nodes. In the hypertext application 
environments, nodes are normally represented as the active areas on a computer screen 
such as windows or rectangles in a window. Links are the menu style operations which can 
give users the chance to jump from one node to another, navigate the hyperspace and find 
the target information they wanL 

In recent years, the application areas of hypertext have been explored. Some research 
have showed that hypertext can be extensively used in some complicated documentation 
environments, for instance, office automation and software documentation environ- 
ment[l,2]. In these application areas, situations are far more complicated than simply 
browsing and storing documents. This is because not only do large quantifies of complex 
objects need to be stored but also many complex relationships among objects should be 
mainhained[3]. However, it is difficult to support these complicated documentation 
environments by only relying on the current mechanisms of hypertext systems. Halasz[4] 
listed seven reasons why the current hypertext systems lack the ability to support complex 
applications although his view only focused on the NoteCard weak points. 
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In Cambridge and York, we have developed a prototype system, InterSect, which 
uses the object-oriented database DAMOKI~S as its information base. Such a combina- 
tion can be used to support complex documentation environments. In this paper, we will 
discuss the rationale of our approach in the following three aspects: firstly, a formal data 
model of combining OODB and hypertext systems is presented in particular emphasizing 
the definitions of composition and versionin8 of node types and link types. Secondly, one 
of the advantages of databases is that they can easily manage complex relationships 
between entities. On the other hand, links of hypertext represent the semantic relationships 
between nodes. It is therefore important for us to give a precise clarification between rela- 
tionship definition and link definition. We will discuss the differences between these two 
definitions in the InterSect approach. Thirdly, we have found that it is important to decide 
how "big" a node is, i.e. the "chunk size" of information contents, when using hypertext to 
manage large numbers of different types of documents. We will discuss the definition of 
node size in the InterSect approach when it is used in complex documentation environ- 
ments. The paper is organized as follows: Section 2 represents a formal extended hyper- 
text data model of InterSect. Section 3 discusses some design issues of InterSect. Section 
4 briefly reviews some related works. 

2. An Extended Hypertext Data Model 

Nodes and links are the basic constructs of the current hypertext systems. However, many 
hypcrtext systems adopt a hierarchical composition mechanism to construct a more com- 
plex node type, such as the stack used in HyperCard as the named collection of cards[5], or 
the encyclopedia used by Hyperties to represent a related set of articles[6]. As mentioned 
by Halasz[4], current hypenext systems cannot deal with complex situations because they 
lack a composition mechanism to represent a group of nodes as an unique object and they 
do not have a versioning mechanism to maintain history. Composition and versioning are 
basic and important aspects in complex documentation applications. The extended hyper- 
text data model called lnterSect_DM presented in this section deals with these two prob- 
lems in particular. In the following discussion of the data model we will use the Z nota- 
tion[7, 8] to illustrate the fundamental mechanism of the data model 

First, we give some basic type definitions. 

�9 Object identity 

Object identity is the property of an object which can be used as an unique identifier to dis- 
tinguish objects from one another. Each node defined in InterSect..DM has a unique iden- 
tity created by the underlying information base. All object identifiers belong to the given 
set of Object IDentifiers [OID]. 

�9 Attribute 

In InterSect approach, each node type can attach a number of attributes to illustrate the 
property of the defined node types. We use ~he given set [Attribute] to represent all the 
possible attributes of the defined node types. 

�9 Contents of node 

The contents of a node can be a combination of different types of information, text, image, 
sound, etc. In order to illustrate all the different contents of node types, we use the given 
set [Multimedia] to represent all possible information contents of node types. 
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2.1. Structured versionlng node types 

The node types defined in InterSect_DM have the following three important features: 

�9 All node types belong to two types: control node type and normal node type. 

�9 All node types are defined as structured node types with versions; 

�9 Each node type is re.cursively defined. That is, a node can contain a number of sub- 
nodes. 

In the current hypertext approach, nodes only represent the concept of information holder. 
This means that a node must be an informat/on container, other, vise it is not a node. Such a 
constraint restricts us in our representation of the structures of complex documentation 
environments. This weak point is overcome by the InterSect approach. We allow users to 
define a node without contents, called a structured control node, which belongs to the 
structured control node type. The structured control node type plays two significant roles 
in a complex documentation application environment: 

(I) Existtnce constrab~9] 

It is used as the existence constraint to determine the existence of other nodes in order to 
maintain referential integrity.(1) 

(2) Semantic linkage 
It acts a semantic connection to link two node type&O) 

A norma/node defined in InterSect is ~nnilar to the conventional definition of the node 
defined in the current hypenext systems. However, it diffet~ from the current hypertext 
node definition because it allows versioning and ks stzuctured. One of the main advantages 
of the node type defined in lnterSect.DM is that it allows users to define any complex 
structured node type which may or may not have versions according to the needs of appli- 
cations. 

Whether the defined nodes have corresponding contents or not, nodes defined in 
lnterSect..DM belong to the Z schema definitions either With_Contents or 
Without_Contents. St.,'ictiy speaking, structured control veraionin& nodes belong to the 
Z schema definition of Without_Contents and structured versionin$ nodrx belong to the 
Z schema definition of With_Content& 

Nodes defined in InterSect_DM are structured nodes. This implies that any node can 
contain zero or a number of structured nodes which may or may not themselves have ver- 
sions. The node type definition of current hypertext systems is the special case of a node 
type in InterSect_DM which only contains zero structured nodes. In the following Z 
schema definitions, we use free type definition of 7-,[8] to illu,suatz the chatacte~stics of 
structured control node type and structured node type, which both are the versioning node 
types.a) 

( ~  can ~ found in the example used in the appendlx. 
t2)If lhe ~ number of  a structured node is zm-o, t l ~  node i.~ a gener/c node. i.e. it h u  ao 
conesponding verdom, n u i l _ s t n ~  relxesena the null ~ u n m l  node type, i.e. m s u ~ u m : d  
nedeL 
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Without_Contents 

I v..num : N 
attributes : P Attribute 
struct node : P Structured_Node 

Structured versioni. 8 node type without contentx 

I 

I 
Without_Contents: represents structured versioning nodes 

which do not have contents attached. If 
the v_Num equals zero, it represents a 
generic node. All such nodes can contain 
zero or a number of Stm=ured_Node. 

�9 Strucmredvers~ngnode~pewi~ con~nta 

With_Contents 

I ' 
v_num : N 
attributes : P Attribute 
contents : seq Multimedia 
struct_node : P Structured_Node 

I 

With_Contents: is the same as the schema definition of 
Without_Contents, except that structured ver- 
sioning nodes now have corresponding con- 
tents. 

�9 Struc~redve~iomngnode~pe 

Structured_Node ..-"- 
null_struct I structured_control_node << Without_Contents) I 
structurednode << With_Contents) 

Structured_Node: says that Structured_Node is either a struc- 
tured control versioning node denoted by 
the con~lna:mr, structured_control_node or a struc- 
tured versioning node represented by the 
conJtructor, slru~ur~K~_n0de or null structured 
node, NuJl_struct 

1 1  ~ type and reladomhip type 
Links play a semantic connection role in hypertext systmns. In hypextext systmns, links are 
the machino supported din~t connections between node~lO]. Because they are machine 
supported, they arc usually represented as the operations which allow users to navigate 
when browsing in hyperspace. 

Relationship is a concept heavily used in system design and analysis environments 
when modeUing the mat world, e.g. the emiry-reladonship modr I]. There am many dif- 
ferent types of relationships in a complex application environment and it is difficult for 
human be{ngs to use limited relationship types to represent ev=ry situation in complex 
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application environments. These complex relationships can be classified into two classes: 
intra.relationship and inter.relationships. 

Intra-relationships describe the internal structure of a particular object, whereas 
inter-relationships reveal the connection between different objects. Such a classification of 
relationship types means that most finks defined in current hypertext systems play the role 
of the intra.relationships which reveal the semantic meanings of the document structure. O) 
It is therefore important for the integration system to have the capabilities to present intra- 
relationships as well as inter-relationships. This the InterSect prototype does. 

The data model of InterSect, lnterSect_DM, allows the user to define any explicit 
named relationship between two structured nodes. The defined relationship is controlled by 
the information base, DAMOKL~S, an object oriented database management system. In 
addition, a relationship defined in InterSect_DM has its own following special purposes: 

(1) High level integrity constrainr.t 
One of the basic objectives of a DBMS is that it can guarantee that stored data satisfies 
semantic assertions, i.e. integr#y constraints, which can be either/tt the individual data 
level or at data type level Since the structured node types describe the properties of indivi- 
dual nodes, the relationship t y ~  defined between two structured node types guarantee that 
all individual nodes also have the same semantic constraint described by the corresponding 
relationship type. Therefore, we need not to establish every semantic constraint between 
individual nodes as does the current hyperte~t approach. This is especially useful when 
constructing a complex documentation environment. 

(2) Semantic constraints among structured nodes 
The structured control node types defined in lntevSect.DM do not have conesponding con- 
tents attached. This means that we cannot make any semantic links within a structured con- 
trol node. However, as we described before, structured control nodes play an important 
role in the InterSect approach. It is necessary to build up some semantic relationships 
among the structured node~ in an application environment. This can be done by using rela- 
tionship type definitions. 

The Z schema definition of the relationship type defined in InterSect_DM represents a 
named relationship between two structured node types. 

V elationship [OBJ_TYPE1, OBJ_TYPE2] , I 
re_name : NAME 
relationship : OBJ_TYPE1 (--r OBJ_TYPE2 

, I 

Relationship: says tha t :  OBJ_TTPEI and  08J_77PE2 have a 
named relationship, re_name, re_name is an ele- 
ment of the given set NAME which represents 
all the possible names of the defined rela- 
tionship types. 08J_TYPEI and 08J TYPE2 are 

we think these links still have the limited capabilities to repret~t the inter-relatiomhil~ betwcea 
r l$-a ~ for example, o~ly illustrate the mcmbcrs~ relalim between two objects 
whc=~as/u~-a links only dcsmbr ,he charact=istics of the defined nodes. B~J,_,_~ of the limited 
Calmbilities of the links of hylxa'text systems, it is difficult to use current hyoertext systems i .  com- 
plex docmnentation cnvironmcntt when thousands of diffcteat types of documents are needed to 
be maintaincdB3]. 
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ot: the  Structured_Node type .  

The link types defined in lnterSect_DM are close to the definition of links of the most 
current hypertext systems. In order to more easily extend the Link structure of 
lnterSect_DM in the future, we defined the InterSect_DM links in an object oriented way, 
that is, the defined links are all the subtypes of the supertype Link. (4) At the moment we 
only defined two different link types, annotation links and referential links. Our aim is to 
use these two link types as examples of the use of link structures in an integrated hypertext 
system. More link ~ ,  such as a zooming link to increase detail or a view link which will 
restrict the information presented, will be implemented in later development of InterSect 
prototype. (~) 

An annotation link allows users to make any annotation within the contents of a node. 
A referential link is a link that users use to make a referential connection from within the 
contents of one node to other nodes, which may or may not be the same type. More impor- 
tantly~ the links defined in InterSect_DM are versioning links. This means that the same 
finks can be made several times from the same piece of data within the contents of a node. 
This is illustrated by the following diagram: 

Aammie= l.atk 

xJUt.g~X g,gg 

~llJul versi~ I vmiet a 

RdenmUl Lbdt 

Ccaum d ~ mxle 
l l t ~ 2 1 ~ t  . . J iXK 

z z z x ~ s l  ~ 

~ a ~ U I  

Fig. 1. Annotation link and referential link in lnterSect_DM 

The following are the corresponding Z sechn~ definitions. We firstly define the 
Linking_Part Z schema defimdon wluch describes the pan within ~c contents of a node. 
i.e. the source of the hy~rtext links.. 
(4)IO tl~ impk:mentation, d~ link so~ctu~ is stxucowaUy de~ncd and c a ~  by a link schema 
cullod H~g~er defined in DAMOKLES DDL. 
(5)Became we have used the object onen~l  design method to design the l~erSe~ it will not be 
difficult if we add mote link types to InterSect This can be described as follows: first, the new 
defined l ink type wi l l  be defined in DAMOKLES DDL as a subv/pe of supeny~e Unk; ra~ond, LI~ 
~ g  programming mtU~ code describing the opo~tious of the new defin~ link type 
wil l  be designed M a module; third, this module is then !inkJ~d tO thC public interface of the Node + 
Link MJmqer .  
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_ Linking_Part 

belonging_to : Structured_Node 
part : Multimedia 

"Linking_Part" 

3 w c : With_Contents I w_c = structured...node "1 belonging_to �9 
part E ran w_c. contents 

Linking_Part ensures the node which can make links must be 
a node with contents and the linking part must 
be within such cont nts. 

Annotation link type 

_ Annotation_Link 

within_node : Structured_Node 
source : Linking_Part 
version_num : 
annotationlink : Linking_Part ~ seq Multimedia 

"Annotation_Unk:" 

within_node = source, belonging_to 
A 

source E dom annotationlink 
#(dom annotationlink) = 1 

Annotation_Link: represents that a single linked part, i.e. 
the source of a link, is within the con- 
tents of the selected node. The targets of 
an annotation link are objects belonging 
to the type Multimedia, the fact that this is 
a sequence means that the annotation can 
be a composite object, ve~iON_num describes 
whether the annotation link is an original 
link or a versioning link. If the 
ve~i0n_num .@quals zero, it presents the 
original annotation link, otherwise it 
represents a versioning link. The dif- 
ferent version instances of a link will 
all have the same source part. 
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Referential link type 

_ Referential_Link 

within_node : Structured_Node 
source : Linking.Part  
version_num : N 
referentiallink : Linking_Part <--> Structured_Node 

�9 Re fe ren t ia l_L ink"  

within_node = source, belonging_to 
A 

source e dora referentiallink 
# ( d o r a  re ferent ia l l ink)  = 1 

Referential_Link: 

�9 rink type 

is the same as annotation link definition 
except that the linked part within the 
contents of a node may be linked to 
several nodes which may belong to the 
same or different node types. 

Link ".- . , n  

annotation_link r Annotat ion_Unk ~> I 
referentlaLl ink << R e f e r e n t i a l _ U n k  

~. ink :  r e p r e s e n t s  tha t :  Link i s  a s t r u c t u r e d  t y p e  w h i c h  i s  com- 
p o s e d  o f  e i t h e r  an a n n o l : a t i o n  ] . i n k  d e n o t e d  by' t h e  con- 
structor, annotation_link o r  a r e f e r e n t i a . l .  ] . i n k  d e n o t e d  by 
t h e  consmLctor, referential_link. 

2.3. Node size in lnterSect_DM 

When using hypertext systems to manage different types of documents, we should first 
decide on the size of the node, Lc. how much information should be stored in a node. The 
key question hem is whether the information to be stored is naua-ally divided into the size 
of node defined by the hypertext system. As Brown[14] described, "...if the underlying 
information ix naturally divided up into separa~ card-shed uniu, then the card.based 
approach ix the best. I f  no~ dividing the material into cardj aid,  an ~ t r a  and unneces- 
sary level of complexity." 

We have found that it is inefficient to reslrict or pre-decide the node size before the 
application starts. So, in thc InterSect approach wc allow uscrs to dc~ide how "big" the 
node is. That is, the user decides the type and mnnbex of nodes, die size of nodes and the 
relationships among the nodes. All this information is defined by the Z schema definition, 
Global_Application_Environment. (6) Because the node type defined in InterSect_DM is 

(6)In the a@iicmim eaviroame=. ~ doannentacion ~-uaure b described in DAMOKLES Dam 
l~flnition Laliguage.. "Ibis is illus[rale.d in [he appendix. 
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structured, it is easy for/nterSecLDM to model any kind of text information whether they 
are s~iable for dividing up into card style units or not. 

~ h  has akeady shown that structured documents are relatively easily for mak- 
ing hypeaext appllcations[t4, 15]. Those docume~ such as ODA[16] and lEE Software 
Documentation Guidelines[t7] are structured and well defined. However, in the actual 
application.s, we find that even if the docummtation is well defined and strucnued, hun- 
dreds of structured objects still need to be defined and mainmined. Furdcr morn, how to 
construct a structured node is mother problem in con.m-uctinl~ a hypertext document, in 
lEE Sofnva~ Documentation Gukle~e[17], for example, the User Requ~emen= 
Specification Document has four parts: Overview, System Objccdvea, System interfaces 
and System Environment. Each part is composed of several subparts. These are abo struc- 
turally organized, for instance, System Objectives consists of these fragments: System 
Modes, System Funclions, Operational Requ#emmm, Equipment, Operator Control Con- 
soles and so on. Therefore, there axe several deign decisions to make. There could be one 
structured node which contains all the information of User Requirements Specification, or 
it can be a complex slrucmred node consisting of several subnodes which in turn ate struc- 
uaed nodes. 

The flexible way of determining the node size of ImerSect_DM gtves users the 
chance to decide the node size for themselves. This means that, a node can be a small node 
which only contains a sentence or it can be a big node which contains thousands of para- 
graphs. At the same time, hypenext links can be made on any part within the contents of a 
node as required. Based on the above definitions, a user global application can be 
modelled and described by the following Z schema which illmuatea that the defining 
application environment c.ons~s of nod~, ~ and m/o~nJ. 

GIobai_Application_Environmont 
I 

nodes : Structured_Node H-~ OlD 
links : Link H..> OlD 
relations : 

RelationshiP[stnmu~l.Bode, StrtctwKl_Nod=] H-> OlD 

"Application_Environment1* 
dora nodes G P Structured_Node 
dora links e PUnk 
dora relations �9 
P RelationshiP[Stru=twKl_Nod=, Stn~tnd_Nod~] 

"GlobaLApplication_EnvironmenL2" 

(ran nodes, ran links, ran relations) partition OlD 

Application_Environment. 1 

Application_Environment.2 

I 
ensures that the nodes, links and 
relations defined by users must 
exist in DAMOKLES information 
base. 

ensures that the set of object 
identifier is disjoint and 
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partitioned by the crea~ed 
objects identifiers. 

3. The D ~  i~mm of ~e P~A~ 

In order to test the above extended hypertext data model, we have developed a prototype 
system called InterSect. InterSect is implemented as C++ program on top of DAMOKI..ES 
on a Sun 3/50. In the appendix, we use a modu/e example to demonstrate the main 
features of InterSect. For the limited length of the paper, we cannot present all the detailed 
operation definitions here. They run to some twenty pages of Z schema definitions. In the 
following paragraphs, we focus on the following issues to discuss the design strategy of 
the InterSect prototype: 

�9 It is an application independent prototype; 

�9 It is designed in an object oriented way; 

�9 It has an object oriented architecture: 

The main aim of this research is to find out the possible way of combining an object 
oriented database with a hypertext system to support any complex documentation environ- 
ment. Therefore, the application areas of InterSect should not be restricted to any particular 
application domain. Keeping this aim in mind, we decided to implement InterSect to be 
driven by the schema definition of the application. This definition uses the data definition 
language of DAMOKLES. 

The second feature of InterSect is its object oriented design methodology. The imple. 
mentation language is an object oriented programming language C++. The editing tool 
Frame and information base DAMOKI.ES are aU designed in an object oriented way[18]. 
As shown in the appendix, the editor, Frame, is defined as a C++ class, Frame, which cap- 
tures all the editing information of the inpufing text. Whenever the editor is called, an 
instance of this class is created. After leaving editor mode, the link and node information 
are sent to the information base DAMOKLES through the public interfaces defined in the 
Frame class. This is the same for other class definitions such as the Menu class for dealing 
with querying information and the ShowPage class for showing individual nodes and links. 
There are nearly ten such cla&~e~ defined in InterSect. Three software ~ign criteria have 
guided the design of the source code oflnterSect. These are: 

�9 Modularity 

In order to let the source code of InterSect to be easily extended and developed, the Inter- 
Sect interface operations and the operation of the information base are separated. Any 
changes in the interface will not inflnenc the design of the operations defined in the infor- 
marion base. On the other hand, all the components of the prototype which are shown in 
figures 3 and 4 are organized as autonomous and coherent modules. This means that if any 
unexpected error happens the error message will be displayed either on the terminal or on 
the interface screen. For example, if something is wrong in the application schema analysis 
stage, InterSect will show the following error message: 

Although the aim of this error message is to tell users that unexpected things have hap- 
pened in schema analysis stage, this message also shows that some0~ing is wrong with the 
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schema analysis module if the user's inputing is correct. There are nearly eighty such error 
messages defined for the InterSect prototype. This made development easier. 

�9 Extendibility 

When we designed InterSect, we tried to fully use the object oriented mechanism in C++. 
This is the class definition. Class is the main contribution of the C++ programming 
language. We defined InterSect structures to be class strcutures as much as possible. This 
means that we can easily add more functions by using the inheritance mechanism in C++, 
i.e. a subclass based on the defined classes in furore development 

�9 Reusability 

The object oriented database used to support InterSect, DAMOKLES is a research proto- 
type developed by the University of Karlsrube, West Germany[19,20]. There are many 
significant chaxacteristics in the DAMOKI g $  database such as complex structured object 
type definition, versions and high level application definition. However, it is not very easy 
to use. Only DAMOKI..ES was available to us when we developed InterSect, so the design 
strategy we use is to let the interface part of InterSect be independent from the underlying 
information base and to provide standard public interfaces between the interface part and 
information base in order to more easily change the information base in later development. 

As well as the above, the architecture of InterSect is an object oriented archi~cmre. 
Different abstractions of the InterSect architecuue can be found throughout the whole pro- 
totype. The following diagram is the first abstract view of the InterSect architecture in the 
Unix environment. 

Fig. 2. Abstraction of InterSect arcl~tecture 
For InterSect itself, it can be abstracted into five main parts as shown in figure 3. 
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Fig. 3. Functional components of InterSect 

The function of the Browsing Manager is to map hypertext data into a visual representa- 
tion by using menu operations; the Node + Link Manager supports the manipulation of 
hypertext data between the application and DAMOKI.ES; the Inserting Manager deals 
with inputting data; the Changing Manager is responsible for changing existing data, and 
the Schenm Manager deals with inputing schema definitions and passes the result of 
analysis to the Browsing Manager, Inserting Manager, Changing Manager and the 
Node + Link Manager. In addition, the third abstraction is the abstract view of these 
managers' architecture. 

. . . . . . . . . . . . .  f "  . . . . . . . . . . . . .  "1 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  

llmwsins M a i m "  I I~atmI HamIer , ~ l~luq~ 
I I 

' I I K ~ e l V C f  1 t K s g e t Y e r  

I 

II II : I[ ]l : II II 
t .  . . . . . .  ..t t .  . . . . . . . . .  . . t  L .  , . . . . . . .  . t  

, S m l ~ I C r  ' t 

! I 

L . . . . . . . . . .  .J I.. . . . . . . . . . .  J 

Comm~a Pare: 

Fig. 4. Abstract view of each manager oflnterSect 

The common parts in figure 4 indicates that the implementation mechanism in these parts 
is the same. For example, the Error Reporter reports different error messages according to 
different situations. In inserting and changing models, the implementation mechanism of 
the Editor Manager is the same except that the editor will be used to inserting a contents of 
a node in inserting model whereas in changing model the editor is used to changed a 
conetents of a node. Each subcomponent of these managers is independent and self- 
contained. They are connected only by sending and receiving messages from each other. 
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4. Related Works 

In current hypertext research, almost all the commercial hypertext systems do not use data- 
base systems. They are built using file system. Some research prototypes use a comraer- 
cial database tO support hypertexL The lntermtdia system developed in Brown University 
uses the commercial database, INGRES. Intermedia provides users with a way of control- 
ling the increased complexity of the hypertext environment. The lntermedia project is a big 
and long project. It is not our aim to present all the technical characteristics of lntermedia 
in this paper. But, we are encouraged by the lntennedia approach in that they are now 
moving towards using an object oriented database, ENCORE. Smith in his paper[21] 
argues why they used an object oriented database system to support lntennedia. We shared 
the same ideas. That is why we chose DAMOKLES when we started this project even 
though we have a commercial relational DBMS at that lime. 

Lange[22] developed a hypertext system to support the Program Development 
Environment (PDE). A complete description of the data model of this approach which is 
described in VDM can be found in [23]. The main contribution of Lange's work is that the 
traditional hypertext data model such as node, anchor, link, hyperspace and so on can be 
formally modelled and fully supported by using the mechanisms of an OODBMS. (s) The 
InterSect approach is different from Lange's in two aspects: first, the data model is dif- 
ferent. The main difference is the definition of a structured node. In Lange's paper[22], he 
described that "... It should be emphmized that it is not the nodes and networks themselves 
that are organized in a structure...'. Whereas in InterSect approach, it is a Irnely structured 
node which can contain subnodes and relationship between subnodes. Second. there is no 
version support in Lange's work. This is because ONTOS does not provide any version 
management mechanism. In InterSect, fince DAMOKI.ES has a version management 
mechanism, InterSect can support both versioned structured nodes and versioned links. 

lshy$, an Intelligent Software Hypertext System, is another system using a relational 
DBMS to support hypertext[2]. In lshys, the database is only used to manage the relation- 
ships between Unix files which act as the h3q3ertext nodes to store information. The Unix 
directory is chosen to represent the composition of nodes. The si~ificant feauue of Ishys 
is that Ishys first formally described the hypertext data model by using a mathematical 
method. We benefit from Ishys approach in particular by using set theory to describe the 
hypertext data modeL This is one of the reasons that we choose Z to define InterSect data 
model although Z has its own many significant characteristics[7]. Another difference 
between lshys and InterSect is that InterSect supports versioned links whereas Ishys does 
not. 

5. Conclusion 

The first prototype of InterSect has been developed using software documentation as an 
example. More work is needed for the future. This includes adding graphic functions in the 
Frame editor. We also would like to test InterSect in some other application areas such as 
system analysis or office automation. Our experience of using an object oriented database 
is that it was not as easy to use as a full relational database. This was mainly due to the 
lack of a comprehansive data dictionary to describe the schema and the lack of a high level 
query language. However, we found that the additional function provided of a version 
mechanism, support for complex objects and navigation links to other objects more than 
made up for the difficulties encountered. This is surpported by the experience of Lange's 
research[22]. 

(S)Tl~ OODBMS he uses is ONTOS OODBMS. 
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APPENDIX 

In this appendix, we use a typical example taken from[18] to demonstrate the main 
features of the InterSect prototype. The example has the following structure: 

Sumaure Gf the Schem8 

I I 

$PFA2 ] 

Relationship Between ObjecU 

[ SPEC ~ ' ~  INCLUDES ~ BODY ] 

Fig 1. Structure of module 

The above diagram represents the following information: 

�9 A MODULE is a complex object type. 

�9 A MODULE has two subtypes - -  a specification, SPEC, and a source, BODY. 

�9 The MODULE itself is a structured control node type, Le. there is no corresponding 
contents definition in its type definition. 

�9 The BODY, representing the source, is a version type. 

�9 The SPEC represents the specification corresponding to a body. 

�9 The SPEC and BODY are both structured node types with contents definitions 
attached to their type definitions. Versions of the BODY are also contents nodes. 

�9 A relationship type called INCLUDE is defined between the two subtypes: SPEC and 
BODY. 

In the following sections, we will demonstrate how this complex object is maintained by 
InterSect. 

1. InterSect Interface 

Figure 2 shows the interface of InterSect on a Sun 3/50. The top left corner of the screen 
shows the continue icon, which represents the operation to continue the process. The top 
fight corner represents the quit operation, which quits the system. InterSect also allows the 
user to type the Space key to continue the process or the q key to leave the system. 
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Fig. 2. InterSect interface 

2. InterSect Initial State 

Figure 3 is the first screen display of InterSect after we choose the continue operation in 
the figure 2. 
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Fig. 3. Initial State oflnterSect* 

3. Inpufing Appfication Schenm Definitions 
The user can edit application schema by choosing Edit Schema? which calls the Frame 
editor to input schema definitions or by choosing Input Schema? to directly input schema 
definitions. 

* l l ~ . .P  shows tho i~ '~mumn or" how to use ]ntLr$ed. The icom an the r i~t  ~ lz  o( the sa~en ~e u.~i Io display Lhe 
a. l~f ic~i~ ~z.u~ut.e. 'l"l~il. me..mliall cu, be d i . ~ l i ~ l  i f  l l~ c.,uL, r.j~of is in ~ ~ I  m "  
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Figure 4 shows that the schema name of modu/e, the database storing the contents of 
module and the owner's name are inputted into InterSect. 
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Fig. 4. Input module schema into InterSect 

This information will be analysed by the InterSect schema manager. If it is correct, Inter- 
Sect will continue to syntactically analyse the incoming schema definitions. If there is no 
syntactic errors, a graphic structure of the application will be displayed in figure 5. Other- 
wise, the InterSect error reporter will report the corresponding error message.** 

F 

n41 s . . e~ .  , ~ ,m .~  ~ s , r  i . ~ . .m  
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r-a 

I i  

g~ 

Fig. 5. Structure of the application 

* *  If t h e  u . l e t r  it ac( the owaex d the datable, for example, lnterSe~:t will t e l~ t  inch me..~ge: 

I I n �9 N--If 
" ......... : ......... I I:q 
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4. Manipulations on InterSect 

InterSect allows users to browse, insert and change any object based on the defined schema 
definitions. In the following sections, we will illustrate the main functions of these three 
operations. 

4.1. Browsing a Node and Link Targets 

Each defined type can be browsed in four different ways. They are What is this, What is 
type, Source and Execution. What is this tells users what kind of the browsing type is. 
What is type tells users the type definition of the browsing type. Source shows the type 
definitions defined in DAMOKLE$ DDL. Execution lets the user further insert, browse 
and change the individual instances of the type. Figure 6 shows the original definition of 
type module defined in DAMOKLES DDL. 

. . . . . .  gi-f  [] 
iolo~H h m l ~ q ,  a 
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Fig. 6. Source of the type module 

Browsing, inserting and changing any instance can only be possible after we choose type 
operation Execution. As we have described before, because nodes and links are versioning 
types, when browsing, inserting and changing a node, InterSect will ask the user to tell the 
system whether it is a generic or a specified version node that the user wants to browse, 
insert or change and similarly for links. Figure 7 shows a menu operation defined in the 
browse rectangle. The same menu will be displayed in the insert and change rectangles if 
inserting or changing a node. 
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" "T'l:l,u I~I ~'~-- 

hl .oa.1 , . l ,  llp ~ m l ,~ ,w  

Fig. 7. Menu-operations in the browse icon 

In figure 8, a found node is displayed. The text surrounded by a rectangle is the part in 
which the hypcrtext links am defined. If the linking part is selected, it will be highlightcd 
and a type menu (Annotation Link or Referential Link) is displayed. 

.... - .  § -"~ E 

0 [ ] [ ]  
�9 i i  

~ t l t  t..wmlp b ~ w .  , I t . m  

o m  

Fig. 8. A found node of type module 

After choosing the link type, a version menu (Original? or Versions?) is given. The user 
determines whether to see the generic or a specified version link target of an annotation or 
a referential link, as shown in figure 9. 
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Fig. 9. The corresponding link version menu 

If the highlighted part of  a node has referential links defined in it, whether they are ver- 
sions or a generic node, the target of  the chosen link is displayed at the bottom left o f  the 
screen, as shown in figure 10. 

11. ,+~.,* ~ , m , +  
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I | l  i I 

+ +.++ n ~ t ,  +t61 
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~ + I  I I  I m m l  
m m a  m ~ l  

I i.a hod P,m 
�9 en~ I ~  .r km m 

Fig. 10. A defined referential target from the chosen part 

In spite of  version or non-version annotation link targets, the same menu style annotation 
target is displayed on the screen ff the annotation target exists. This is illustrated by figure 
I1. 
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Fig. 11. A defined annotation target from the chosen part 

4.2. Inserting the Contents of  a Node and Making Links 

InterSect allows the user to insert a new node or a node whose contents is based on the 
existing one. This is useful when we insert a version whose contents are slighdy different 
from the original one. Figure 12 shows the situation of  finding the existing node whose 
contents will be used as the basis for the new node. 

i - w ~ . ' ~  -re, a 

r ~  

I O i ~ [ ]  . . . .  
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Fig. 12. Entering the attributes of  a based object 

If the based object already exists, the editor Frame is called and its contents are inputted as 
shown in figure 13. 
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Fig. 13. Inserting the contents of  a new object*** 

The hightlighted part in figure 13 is the source of hypertext link, i.e. the place where we 
will make links. If we make an annotation link, then the same editor Frame is called again 
in the bottom left to receive the annotation which is shown in figure 14. 

tm  m, ~m, ,m  , I  ,l+ umelk+ em~  a* 

i . ~ l~ l l ~  ~ i  i t  - I l l  I~  I ~ l l  I l i l t # i t  * i l l  

|~ i .  . 
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Fig. 14. Entering an annotation link 

If the user wants to make a referential link, the source of the ~ in the top left quarter of  
the screen is highlighted, the same version menu as shown in figure 9 is prompted to select 
a versioned or non-versioned rcferentml ~nk.**** If this is correct then input moves to the 
bottom left of  the screen where the attribute types of  the node type which will be the 
referential link target are displayed as shown in figure 15. 

* * *  The  w ~  ol~ral ion is used to store the final r~mlt but not t o  i ~n t  ~e  l i . i  s'lmclure defined ou Ihe be.~d objecL 
save o l ~ r ~ o n  no( only stores the contents but also inherits the link sumcture o f  the l~s~l ~ff.ct, i.o. Ill�9 mew ob~ct his the 
s ~  link s u u c t ~ e  u its origimd bzscd objcct I~t 1he coatcuts ~ r  d iB~ent .  
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Fig. 15. Editing a referential link 

4.3. Chang ing  the Contents  o f  a Node 

The change operation allows the user to change the contents of a node, or to alter the rela- 
tions between nodes. There are four operations defined in the CHANGE icon. These are 
Change General, Change Version, Delete h~tance and Chanse Relation, as illustrated in 
the following picture: 

i l l  I C ~ p  v,r=n~ ~ I I  I 
l i  I O * l , t .  IM(ancnn [ I 

II I 
Changing a Generic Node 

The procedures for changing a generic node are much like those for inserting a node. That 
is, firstly, an attribute menu for the node type being changed is displayed by InterSect, as 
shown in figure 12; Secondly, the Frame editor is called to edit the contents of the node 
being changed. The situation is much like that of entering the contents of a based node, 
which is shown in figure 13. Thirdly, the changed node is stored as a new object in the 
information base, although the changed object still inherits the relations defined by the old 
object. In addition, the old node is automatically deleted. Finally, when the user finishes 
changing a node or versions of a node, all the related nodes such as supcmodes, sub-nodes 
and nodes with which it has semantic relationships are reported to the user. 

Changing a Version Node 

When changing a version of a node, the user is required to tell the system the genetic node 
of the version node. This is because InterSect wants to know if the changed version node 
exists or not. InterSect displays the following warning message: 

**** The simslion is the same when making a version of am anno~o~ion llnk. 
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I 

The attribute menu of the generic node is then displayed by InterSect on the screen. If this 
generic node exists, InterSect continues by asking the user to input the version number of 
the changed node. 
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Fig. 16. Version number input for the node being changed 

If this version also exists, the Frame editor is called again. The user can then edit the con- 
tents of the version node according to her/his needs. The remaining procedures for chang- 
ing the contents of a version node are the same as those for changing a generic node. 

Changing a Structured Control Node 

Structured control nodes do not have contents. Therefore, when a structured control node 
is being changed the Frame editor will not be called. This implies that there is no need for 
us to change a structured control node. However, the user can change the attribute values 
of the structured control node. 

4.4. Deleting a Node 

The deletion operation is dangerous. When a node is deleted, all nodes which have either a 
structural or semantic relationship with it will be deleted automatically by InterSect in 
order to keep the semantic consistency. A sub-menu of Delete Instance is prompted when 
deleting a node: 

J l  |lt131rl~ll[~L'~ll ~ i l U  ~ m i l l  f][ r ' d B a  �9 

I I  Ioezet,ns V.r. io. ObJ.ct I I 
I I  I H"IP ' n fm" l t ' ~  I I  
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If a generic node is deleted, the attribute menu of the generic node is displayed on the 
screen. If deleting a version node, its generic node type menu is displayed first to receive 
the generic node information. If the generic node exists, the version number is required by 
InterSect. The Help Information shows the result of the deleting operation. 
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Fig. 17. Warning information about deleting a node 

Therefore, we should be careful if we decide to delete a node, particularly if this node is 
related to other nodes. 

4.5. Changing Relations 

When the Change Relation operation is chosen, a sub-menu is displayed on the screen: 

l 
�9 l ~ c o l  ~ blit lanehlp l 
�9 ] Add , ~ m b ~  b l l t l on~ Ip  ] 
�9 i r ~ c . l  Sub-~p Relttlomlhlp i 
�9 i fldd $e ln t lc  bl l t lonmhlp I 
�9 ir~.~.l  r , . . . . to.  R. l . t ,o . .mp I 
i l l  

Change Relation is the operation which alters relationships of a node. The relationships of 
a node are either structural, such as a super-sub relation or a sub-super relation, or seman- 
tic, such as the INCLUDE between nodes SPEC and nodes BODY. There are therefore two 
different situations covered by the change operation: 

(1) A d d  or Delete  a Structural Relation between two Nodes 

A structural relation can be added or deleted between two nodes if the types of these two 
nodes have a structural relationship, such as MODULE related to SPEC or MODULE 
related to BODY. The operations: Add Sup-Sub Relationship, Cancel Sup-Sub Relationship, 
Add Sub-Sup Relationship and Cancel Sub-Sup Relationship are defined to achieve this 
aim. 
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(2) Add or Delete a Semantic Relation between two Nodes 

A semantic relation such as XNCLUDE between two nodes can be added or deleted by 
choosing the operations Add Semantic Relationship or Cancel Semantic Relationship, as 
long as these two nodes belong to the types which have such a relationship. For example, 
if we want to add a sup-sub relation between a node which belongs to the type BODY and 
a node which belongs to the type MODULE, we choose the Add Sup-Sub Relationship 
operation. A menu of the supemode is displayed by InterSect, and the attributes of the 
super object are input as shown in figure 18. 

o ~  

Fig. 18. Importing a supemode 

If this super node exists then a menu of the sub-object is displayed, and the attribute values 
of the sub-node are also input into InterSect. Furthermore, the result of changing is 
reported by InterSect as follows: 

I= ........ 4 
Otherwise, InterSect reports the following message if the nodes already have such a rela- 
tion. 

The rest of the operations are the same as those we have described above, except that dif- 
ferent attribute menus are displayed by InterSect according to the different situations. 
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4.6. Operations on Relations 

When a relationship type is defined between two node types, InterSect uses this informa- 
tion to remind or warn the user when s/he/nserts, browses or chanses any node that has 
such a relation. InterSect allows the user to browse the definitions of a relationship Type by 
displaying a menu operation on each relationship Type, as shown in figure 19. 
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Fig. 19. Operations on the relationship type 

What is this tells the user the meaning of the chosen relationship type. Source shows the 
DAMOKLE$ DDL definitions of the relationship type. 

The structured node types related by the relationship type cannot be browsed. How- 
ever, InterSect informs the user what s/he can do next if s/he moves the cursor in the struc- 
tured node type icons. The following example shows what happens if the user wants to 
browse BODY. 
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Fig. 20.The help message of the related type 


